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Abstract
In recent years, due to large amounts of network-based
teaching and learning data continue to grow inexorably in
size and complexity, knowledge clustering becomes more
important in e-learning. This paper proposes a novel algorithm of cluster analysis to extract clusters in dense subspaces and the clusters can be described by overlapping
hierarchical concepts. The experimental results show the
algorithm is efficient to extract conceptual clusters in large
data.
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1 Introduction
Information searching on the Web is important in elearning. But the searching results are often mass and
confused for users. Users often get too much information
by Web search engines and they have to sift through so
long ordered list of information that they waste too much
time and can not find the exact information that they need.
Some techniques such as clustering can be used for information searching and post-searching to categorize information, clarify and represent knowledge to users, and users
can easily locate the desired information [14]. Especially,
the techniques of hierarchical clustering can help us to generate the topic hierarchy for similar documents so that users
are able to capture the ”meaning” of a set of information or
searching results.
Cluster analysis is unsupervised learning and one of the
primary tasks of data mining. There are divers algorithms
and approaches of cluster analysis [8, 13]. Due to large
amounts of data continue to grow inexorably in size and
complexity, the techniques and approaches of cluster analysis suffer from the challenges such as high-dimensional
data clustering, complex data clustering and description of
too many clusters. The purpose of data clustering is to

extract the similarity between objects to gain better understanding of the data. However, description and interpretation of clusters of data is one of main issues of applications
of the most clustering techniques, especially clustering often obtains large numbers of clusters. We investigate these
problems and propose the integration of techniques of subspace clustering and conceptual clustering to address these
challenges.
Subspace clustering [5, 11, 1] is a strategy to reduce the
complexity of clustering high-dimensional data. Subspace
clustering algorithms can divide data space or search space
of clusters into subspaces and find clusters in different subspaces within a dataset. All clusters of whole dataset are
included in all subspaces. Some subspaces include more
interesting clusters but others that contain less interesting
clusters or noisy data can be pruned.
Conceptual clustering [6, 9, 3] can seek clusters by concept structures so that the concept can describe the clusters.
One approach of conceptual clustering is based on concept
lattice [4]. The structure of concept lattice can be used to
generate overlapping concepts. Theoretical foundation of
concept lattice founds on the mathematical lattice theory
[2, 7]. Lattice is a popular mathematical structure for modeling conceptual hierarchies. Concept lattice is a method
for deriving conceptual structures out of data. It allows us
to analyze and mine the complex data for such as classification, association rules mining, clustering, etc [10]. Furthermore, concept lattice also provides an effective tool of
knowledge visualization that plays an important role in data
mining. Concept lattice can facilitate pattern understanding, knowledge discovery, and interactive data exploration.
The application of concept lattice has been an area of active
and promising research in various fields such as knowledge
discovery, information retrieval, software engineering and
machine learning .
This paper integrates the techniques of subspace clustering and conceptual clustering and proposes a novel algorithm, called CSC, to extract conceptual clusters in dense
subspaces and give the description of clusters by overlapping concepts. The algorithm CSC selects subspaces based
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These two operators are called the Galois connection for
(O, A, R). These operators are used to determine a formal
concept.
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Definition 2.3 A formal concept of (O, A, R) is a pair
(O1 , A1 ) with O1 ⊆ O, A1 ⊆ A, O1 = A01 and A1 = O10 .
O1 is called extent, A1 is called intent.

×

Figure 1. Example of formal context

Definition 2.4 We say that there is a hierarchical order
between two formal concepts (O1 , A1 ) and (O2 , A2 ), if
O1 ⊂ O2 (or A2 ⊂ A1 ). And we say (O1 , A1 ) is the
sub-concept of (O2 , A2 ), or (O2 , A2 ) is called the superconcept of (O1 , A1 ), if there is no formal concept (O3 , A3 ),
A2 ⊆ A3 ⊆ A1 or O1 ⊆ O3 ⊆ O2 .
All formal concepts with the hierarchical order of concepts form a complete lattice called concept lattice.

on the density of dataset and exploits hierarchical overlapping clusters that can be described by concepts. The experimental results show the efficiency of this algorithm.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The basic
concepts of concept lattice are presented in the next section.
Section 3 analyzes the search space of conceptual clustering. The algorithm CSC is introduced in section 4. Section
5 presents the experimental results of the algorithm. The
paper ends with a short conclusion in section 6.

All concepts and concept lattice of formal context in Figure 1 are illustrated in Figure 2.

2 Concept lattice
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The core of Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) is concept
lattice. FCA provides a natural platform for data analysis
and knowledge representation. FCA is different from some
of the traditional, statistical means of data analysis and
knowledge representation because of its focus on humancentered approaches. Concept lattice facilitates exploring,
searching, recognizing, identifying, analyzing, visualizing,
restructuring and memorizing conceptual structures [12].
So we can take advantage of the features of concept lattice
to extract and interpret the frequent patterns and clusters of
data set.
In this section, we introduce some basic notions of concept lattice.
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Figure 2. An example of concept lattice

Definition 2.1 Formal context is defined by a triple
(O, A, R), where O and A are two sets, and R is a relation
between O and A. The elements of O are called objects
or transactions, while the elements of A are called items or
attributes.

3 Analysis of search space of conceptual clustering
We consider one formal concept as a cluster to analyze
the search space of conceptual clustering. For one formal
concept, its extent is an overlapping cluster, and the intent
is the description of the cluster. Given a concept (Oi , Ai ) of
(O, A, R), we note sub-concept (Oisub , Aisub ) of (Oi , Ai ).
We have Oisub ⊂ Oi and Ai ⊂ Aisub by the definition 2.4.
(Oi , Ai ) is more general than (Oisub , Aisub ) in conceptual
category. Oi is more dense than Oisub . We observe that the
hierarchical order of cluster based on lattice structure is also
hierarchical order of density of clusters.

For example, Figure 1 represents a formal context
(O, A, R). O = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} is the set of objects, and A = {a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , a5 , a6 , a7 , a8 } is the set of
attributes. The crosses in the table describe the relation R
of O and A.
Definition 2.2 Two closure operators are defined as
O1 → O100 for set O and A1 → A001 for set A.
O10 := {a ∈ A | oRa for all o ∈ O1 }
2

Lemma 3.1 (Oisub , Aisub − Ai ) is a concept in the subcontext (Oi , A − Ai , R)

Definition 3.7 Given m = the minimum number of objects
of cluster, a formal context is called ordered dense context
if we only choose the attributes which number of objects is
not less than m, and order these attributes of formal context by number of objects of each attribute from the smallest
to the biggest one, and the attribute with the same objects
are merged as one attribute. We note ordered dense context
(O, AC , R)m of the formal context (O, A, R).

Proof : (Oisub , Aisub ) is a sub-concept of concept
(Oi , Ai ), then we have Oisub = (Aisub − Ai )0 and
Oi0sub = (Aisub − Ai ) in the sub-context (Oi , A − Ai , R).
Thus, (Oisub , Aisub − Ai ) is a concept in the sub-context
(Oi , A − Ai , R).

Lemma 3.8 Given ordered dense context (O, AC , R)m ,
if attribute ai ∈ AC and ai is a trunk attribute, then
({ai }0 , {ai }) is a concept.

Lemma 3.2 All sub-concepts of (Oi , Ai ) can be generated
from the sub-context (Oi , A − Ai , R).
Proof : Given a concept (Ol , Al ) of the sub-context (Oi ,
A − Ai , R), (Ol , Al ∪ Ai ) is a sub-concept of (Oi , Ai ).
Thus all sub-concepts can be generated by the concepts of
the sub-context (Oi , A − Ai , R).

Lemma 3.8 shows us a new strategy to find concpets: we
only need know which attribute is trunk attribute in an ordered dense context.
Ordered dense context can reduce the complexity of
clustering high-dimensional data. For each subspace of
clustering, we can deal with the projective context as a ordered dense context and then search for the clusters. By
the hierarchical order, the clusters can be found from more
dense subspaces to less dense subspaces of clustering. This
is the key idea of the algorithm CSC.

In fact, when we analyze the the hierarchical relation between one concept and its sub-concepts, we can simplify
the intent of the concept. All the sub-concepts of (Oi , Ai )
have common attribute set Ai , so we can consider Ai as one
merging attribute, we note ai = Ai in this case. We give the
following definitions to simplify the sub-context and reduce
the complexity of searching clusters.

4 Novel algorithm: CSC

Definition 3.3 Given an attribute ai of context (O, A, R),
({ai }0 , A−{ai }00 , R) is called projective context of ai .

In this section, we present the principle of the novel algorithm CSC (Conceptual Subspace Clustering).

Definition 3.4 Given a concept (Oi , Ai ) of context (O, A,
R), we can merge all attributes of Ai as a new attribute
anew , the projective context of anew is called projective
context of the concept (Oi , Ai ).

Algorithm 1 Algorithm of CSC (Conceptual Subspace
Clustering)
1: input: context (O, A, R)
2: input: m = the minimum density of clustering
3: output: hierarchical conceptual clusters
4: generate ODC = ordered dense context (O, AC , R)m
5: D = ||O|| //D is the density of cluter
6: if O 0 6= ∅ then
7:
(O, O0 ) is a conceptual cluster
8:
ODC = (O, (A − O0 )C , R)m
9: end if
10: while D >= m do
11:
for all ordered dense context do
12:
find trunk attributes
13:
for all trunk attribute ai do
({ai }0 , {ai }) is a conceptual cluster //generate
14:
sub-concept in ODC
generate projective context of ({ai }0 , {ai })
15:
16:
ODC = new ordered dense context
17:
end for
end for
18:
19:
D = ||O|| // in ODC
20: end while

Definition 3.5 Given a context (O, A, R), an attribute ai is
called trunk attribute, if attribute ai ∈ A, for all aj ∈ A,
i 6= j and {ai }0 6⊂ {aj }0 .
From lemma 3.1 and the definition 3.4 and 3.5 we can
deduce the following lemma.
Lemma 3.6 Given a concept (Oi , Ai ) of context (O, A, R),
the projective context of (Oi , Ai ) is (Oi , A − Ai , R). If
attribute ai ∈ A−Ai and ai is a trunk attribute, then ({ai }0 ,
{ai }00 ∪ Ai ) is a sub-concept of (Oi , Ai ).
Therefore, the projective context of one concept is a subspace for searching cluster. From top concept or cluster, we
can search its sub-concepts or sub-clusters in the subspace
of clustering. All clusters can be generated in different subspaces of clustering by the same iterative approach.
In many cases, we need not generate all clusters but we
are interested in the dense clusters. Thus, we give the following definition to reduce the subspaces of clustering and
generate more general concepts or dense clusters.
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The principle of algorithm CSC
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Given a formal context and minimum density of clustering, we propose the algorithm to generate dense hierarchical
conceptual clusters by following steps:
1) First of all, the algorithm needs to generate the ordered
dense context (O, AC , R)m .
2) The second step: searching for trunk attributes in the
ordered dense context, every trunk attribute ai forms a concept or conceptual cluster: ({ai }0 , {ai }). {ai }0 is cluster, a
set of objects that have common attribute {ai } to describe
the cluster.
3) For each trunk attribute, we generate the projective
context of the trunk attribute, then an ordered dense context.
For each ordered dense context, we use the same way as step
2 to find the clusters in the new context. We can continue
to generate clusters until the number of objects for all trunk
attributes is less than the minimum density of clustering.
4) At the end, we can get all dense hierarchical conceptual clusters. For example, given the minimum density of
clustering 2, the algorithm generates all dense hierarchical
conceptual clusters(see Figure 3) from a formal context.
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Figure 4. Ordered dense context
density of cluster is 8 and C(12345678) means the cluster
is {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}.
The density of a1 is bigger than 2, so we consider the
ordered dense context of the projective context of a1 (see
Figure 5). By the same way, we can generate all subconcepts of ({1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)}, {a1 }): {D(4)C(1234),
a1 a7 }, {D(5)C( 34678), a1 a3 }, {D(5)C(12356), a1 a2 },
{D(4)C( 5678), a1 a4 }, as a7 , a3 , a2 and a4 are trunk attributes in the ordered dense context of Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Ordered dense context of the projective context of a1
Figure 3. An example: dense hierarchical
conceptual clusters mining with algorithm
CSC. (minimum density of clustering is 2; for
each node, D means density of cluster, C
means cluster)

4.2

If the density of the trunk attribute is 2, this attribute ends
to generate sub-concepts of next level. Otherwise for the
next level, we use the same approach to generate all concepts or dense hierarchical conceptual clusters (see Figure
3).

An example

5 Experimental results

Given the minimum density of clustering = 2, we show
how to use the algorithm to generate all conceptual clusters.
For the first step, the algorithm generates the ordered
dense context (see Figure 4) based on minimum density of
clustering 2. a5 is not included in the ordered frequent context because the number of objects of a5 is less than 2.
From the ordered dense context, only a1 is
the trunk attribute.
Hence, {a1 } forms a concept
({1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)}, {a1 }). In figure 3, the first node is
represented by D(8)C(123 45678) and a1 , D(8) means the

We have implemented the algorithm CSC in Java to generate dense hierarchical conceptual clusters. We test the algorithm on some real data and simulation data. In this paper
we show the experimental results on the datasets in table 1.
Figure 6 illustrates the comparison of CSC algorithm
with the lattice-based algorithm without subspaces. The
lattice-based algorithm without subspaces is CSC in the
special case: searching hierarchical conceptual clusters in
only one searching space. Figure 7 shows the comparison
of CSC with the algorithm GALOIS [4]. The run time of
4

DataSet
breast-cancer-wisconsin
house-votes-84
SPECT test
SPECT two
audiology.standardized
tic-tac-toe
nursery
lung-cancer
agaricus-lepiota
promoters
soybean-large
dermatogogy

ID
d01
d02
d03
d04
d05
d06
d07
d08
d09
d10
d11
d12

Objects
699
435
187
267
26
958
12960
32
8124
106
307
366

Attributes
110
18
23
23
110
29
31
228
124
228
133
130

Clusters
9860
10642
14532
21548
30401
59503
147577
186092
227594
304385
806030
1484088

Table 1. The datasets of real data for experiments
CSC is faster than the algorithm GALOIS and the latticebased algorithm without subspaces.
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6 Conclusion and further work
This paper integrates the techniques of subspace clustering and conceptual clustering and presents the algorithm
CSC for subspace conceptual clustering. The principle of
the algorithm is to generate dense ordered context to reduce the complexity of subspace clustering. And then the
clusters or concepts are easy to be mined. The results of
mining include the overlapping conceptual clusters and the
description of clusters. The experimental results illustrate
the efficiency of this algorithm.
We will compare the performance of CSC with other
clustering algorithms, and develop more efficient techniques for high-dimensional data clustering.
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Figure 6. Comparison of CSC with the lattice-based algorithm without subspaces
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